
Idea: get a clear jar(no lid), Place paper towels

inside. (enough to keep seeds held in place)

Green bean seeds work well. Place seeds

between paper towels and the glass, so you

can see them. Lightly water the paper towel.

Observe what happens.  It takes many days!

Dear Yeshua,

Thank you for teaching us about faith

in the kingdom of God.

By faith, we will plant seeds of faith.

Help us to see the faith growing in all

of us.

Yeshua, we trust you!   AMEN!

Remember we are always planting seeds in our children.  We need to be so

careful to plant FAITH, good seeds. Not seeds of doubt and disbelief.

Mustard Seed Faith Grows Big!

Use seeds in a craft project.  Have a simple

picture and glue seeds to "Paint" it!

Faith

OUTSIDE: dandelions,

sunflowers, burrs, trees

 MUSTARD SEED

PRAY 

LOOK FOR
SEEDS

PLANT SEEDS

 INSIDE: look in your

pantry! some seasonings

are whole seeds. 

 Do you have any trail mix

with nuts and seeds?

ART CORNER
Look in fruit!  Apples,

watermelons, cantalopes,

tomatoes!  So many

seeds!
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WANTS
 to 

GOD

US
Trust Him.
"Have Faith in God." Mark 11:22
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Identify the picture
Color the box with the correct object name.

seed sprout bird

pencil clock

mustard plants tree

dog rain

car banana

sunsine mustard seed

tiny seeds planting seed

door window

 Then Jesus asked,
“What is the kingdom of God like? What shall I compare it to?  It is like a
mustard seed, which a man took and planted in his garden. It grew and

became a tree, and the birds perched in its branches.” 
       Luke 13:18 &19
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What comes first?
Can you number the pictures below of what came first?  I do believe

there is more than one way to think about this!
Is there one picture that maybe should be in the whole process?
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